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d Learning

in the History and Political Science textbooks

d Political Science teacher
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Q.P. Code : 806402
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N.B. 1) Answer four questions, one of whi

2) Marks are indicated against each

1. "Learning ofHistory andPolitical Scie

Justiff.

( 2. Elaborate different strategies to prom

3. "Globahzalion and Technology are

Science teacher." JustifY.

4. ExplaintheconceptandmeritsofDiffe

and Political Science.

5. Elucidatethe dimensions of Culturally

and Political Science. a
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QP Code : 806902

(2 Hours) I Total Marks : 35

N.B.: (1) Answer four questions, out o

(2) Marks are indicated against

1. "Cooperative learning helps learner
environment". Justify with reference t
learning in teaching of Mathematics'

2. Explain the challenges faced by Math

3. "The digital resources make teaching a

(t/ Elaborate with reference to the use of
\

(,,

4. How will you identify Mathematically
activities for them.

5. How can Piaget's and Vygotsky's th

Mathematics.

6. Attempt briefly any one of the followin
(a) Remedial measures for learner w
(b) Need for Continuos Professional D

(c) Planning of a Mathematics taUo$
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(2 Hours)

QP Code:806802

I Total Marks : 35

N.B. : (l) Answer four questions, out of which No. 6 is compulsory.

(2) Marks are indicated against each question.

1. Explain the criteria for assessment of Laboratory work and Journals in Science 10 {
with suitable examples. ^.N

"Science exhibitions provide an oppo

foster creativity among students." Justi

organisation of Science exhibitions.

Elaborate on the planning and mainten

"Science club provides opportunities for

among students." Justiff with reference

club. .p'

'$o
Explain the need and avenues of continuou, prSk-rional development for Science'.\'
teachers. ,d
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3.

4.

(((

6. Attempt

(a)

(b)

(c)

10
5.

ehensive Evaluation(CcE) in science

the teaching of science

e faced by a science teacher
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QP Code:805802

I Total Marks : 35(2 Hours)

N.B. : (1) Answer four questions, out of which No. 6 is compulsory.

(2) Marks are indicated against each questton.

l.

2.

'Teacher can foster leaming by providing e

a child's zone ofproximal development'. Expl

implications of Vygotsky's theory of Learn

What isActivity Based learning? Explain h

Based Learning to teach composition.

Elucidate the concept and characteristics

"Certain factors affect language learning". Justify with refeg!rce to psychological 1g

and social factors affecting language learning, .crb'

(t 3.

4.

5.

6.
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Q.P. Code : 806502

( 2 Hours ) ITotal Marks : 35

N.B. : (1) Answer four questions, out of which No.6 is compulsory' Gtq.-

@ Marks are indicated against each

GeograPhY

1. "Geography broadens the mental horizon of

to the values in the teaching of Geograp

2. State the importance of observation skill

observation skills among students for be

"Diagnostic testing and remedial teac

problem of students". Justiff the state

of diagnostic testing and remedial tea

Fxplain aerial photographs and satelli

information with suitable examples'

What are the keY comPetencies of aq

lowing:
ning theory in GeograPhY

owth for GeograPhy teacher

n as akey concept in Geography subject
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6.
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